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DISCLAIMER 

ASTRONO COIN IS A TOKEN NOT SECURITY

ASSOCIATED RISKS 

NO GUARANTEES OF VALUE 

ASTRONO COIN ARE NOT AN INVESTMENT 

Though we have made forward looking statements in our white paper, all statements
made are based upon public historic data

This white paper makes no futuristic statements nor convenes an offer of security not of
any investments.

This White paper accommodates forward-looking statements that shed light on the
substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical
facts, included in this White paper regarding our strategy, future operations, regulatory
process, future financial position, future revenue, projected costs, prospects, plans,
strategic relationships, joint venture relationships, objectives of management and
expected market growth are based upon future prospects.

The acquiring of Astrono Coin may carry the usual known levels of risks. You should
carefully consider the risks prior to making any purchase decisions. The Astrono Coin
White paper has commented on historical cryptographic market information but with no
relativity of future market of The Astrono Coin. The risk factors in the crypto industry are
variable and The Astrono Coin White paper makes no guarantees of success or failure.
Due to the competitive nature of the market, we make no guarantees of market share,
value, or profit abilities.

The acquisition of Astrono Coin guarantees no profits or losses. We have diligently
followed a sensible strategic approach to our smart contract deployment. However, we
hold no guarantees of the future outcomes of our Smart Token.

Although we have deployed the Astrono Coin with a positively reasonable conditionality
and with the efficacy of relative events, the Astrono Coin is not meant to be investment.
With this white paper, we undertake no obligations and responsibilities towards the up
and down trends of the Smart-chain. Future events and applicable laws may lead to
changes in our expectations, views, and future plans.
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ABOUNT ASTRONO COIN

Astrono Coin is leveraging many years of successful experience of professionals in
various industries to facilitate a distributed technology platform that provides curated and
quality-optimized networking systems for every professional across the world. The
ASTRONO COIN platform will uniquely combine Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) and
blockchain technology allowing for matching individual requirements with professional
services, with Astrono Coin eliminating all of the points of friction that exist in today's
professional networking ecosystems.

The Tron Smart Chain token, used within the Astrono Coin platform, will power a real-
time service to maximize consumers from thousands of international service providers,
tokenized payments that eliminate cross border foreign exchange arrage, reduced fraud
risk, and the seamless integration of insurance providers in providing.
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SMART TOKENS

THE TRON SMART CHAIN

WHAT IS ASTRONO COIN(TRON SMART CHAIN) FUTURE
ASSET? 

Smart Tokens based on multiple Smartchain solutions will be the undisputed next
generation of the World Wide Web. Why? Because this technology is going to touch all
our lives’ in the near future, individually and business wise. Think about it, all currencies
at the moment are backed by Governments. But are there any currency modules which
are truly decentralized and global? Or at least has the potential to replace the existing
physical currencies? Yes, there is. And it's called smart tokens or in a layman’s term
“Crypto Currency”.

At the moment Tron Smart Chain leads the chart when it comes to trading volume. It is
the No.1 Digital Currency Trading Platform. Tron Smart Chain also have their own coin
which is doing extremely well with an upward trend. Tron Smart Chain Exchange is also
playing its fatherly role by adding millions and helping the crypto industry find global
awareness. In recent news, Tron Smart Chain chain is bridging DEFI and CEFI with a
100-million-dollar support fund. Hence the Tron Smart Chain exchange is becoming more
and more popular. Moreover, since all digital currency offer limited quantities to increase
demand. Saturation of popular digital smart coins and tokens are happening much sooner
than anticipated. This saturation is inspiring gigantic upward trends in all cryptographic
exchanges. The addition of big named crypto clients such as Elon musk on the
bandwagon it is only making it easier for masses to understand and learn how quick
adaption to smart tokens will affect everyone in more ways than none. 

With further capitalization of the Tron Smart Chain Smart chain, the need for smart
contracts and smart tokens have risen for multiple service sectors. The Astrono Coin is
being launched to align itself with the growing market of users of Digital Coins and
Tokens. Astrono Coin will target the gaming, UI, and utility industry to make smart
contracts and smart agreements running on multiple Smart chain ecosystems. 

So, what are smart tokens? Smart tokens are based on the revolutionary Smart chain
that enables the settlement of contracts and sending of payments over the internet with
fixed rules and without a third party.
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Smart chain-based Smart tokens are issued to users to help facilitate transactions
against services & products

The Astrono Coin will be built on the Tron Smart Chain Smart chain. Like Tron Smart
Chain and Bitcoin, Astrono Coin also aims to facilitate services between people and
establishments without the presence of any intermediary, and in an extremely cost-
effective manner.

If you still don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t worry, no one understood the
internet when it was launched in the 90s. A lot of innovation around the internet
happened before people actually started to understand what it was. Look where we are
now, the same type of innovation is happening again with cryptocurrencies.

The Internet changed the ways of communication. “The digital currency is going to
change the ways of the money.”

Goals for the Astrono Coin

ASTRONO COIN IS “SAFE”

1. To saturate our 50,0000000 limited supply to achieve scarcity and increase demand.
2. Extend global reach.
3. Connect with a diverse range of channel partners.
4. Steady return of investment (ROI) to stakeholders.
5. Share prosperity and help flourish the Crypto Community

By buying Astrono Coin, you not only get a smart digital currency but you have also
unintentionally or intentionally become a part of something great. That something great is
the new economic boom of the digital smart token network on the Smart chain
ecosystem.  

Unlike most physical currencies, the digital-currency is issued according to fixed rules.
The real idea behind Astrono Coin was to create a digital currency with a value that
couldn't be monopolized or controlled by any central authority. The sooner this
rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the Astrono Coin against
various networks of service. The true value and beneficiary of using our smart token is to
be able to reap direct benefits without having to share with any intermediaries
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SO WHY WOULD PEOPLE USE ASTRONO COIN?

WHAT VALUE DOES THE ASTRONO COIN HOLD? 

Because like everything else, even assets are becoming smarter. To give you an
example, think of assets in the form of art, music, intellectual property, loyalty points,
carbon credits, coupons, etc. Most of these are already digitalized but with a centralized
mechanism and without a smart chain. Imagine if all of the above function as digital
assets but in a decentralized smart chain platform. Similarly, when we look into the future
of smart devices, global data states:

The real reason why Astrono Coin will sell like hot cakes is simply that everyone wants to
save money. Smart tokens make high transaction fees a thing of the past. Another
example that can be understandable relates to is, what name comes to mind when you
think of smartphones. Apple, right? Apple was not the company that invented
smartphones. In fact, smartphones were pretty much into play 10 years before the launch
of the first Apple phone. Compaq, the Palm Pilot, and even Nokia toyed with the idea of
smart devices much earlier than anyone else.

In today’s age almost all now carry an iPhone or smart device in our pocket, and with
pride. We depend upon these devices. Such is the power of the Smart device and such
will be the power of the smart currencies capitalizing on these smart devices.

So, what really makes the Astrono Coin token attractive to its users? Well firstly, being
Smart chain, it is not linked to any central authority, thus driving cost-effectiveness.
Secondly, it’s on the successful Tron Smart Chain Smart chain, effectively adding value
to millions of Tron Smart Chain exchange users.

Thirdly, the Astrono Coin is a digitally signed stamped Smart Token. It is following a multi-
prong launch broadcast strategy to be put out in the world with lots of noise.

“The number of smart devices will exceed the number of human beings in the very
near future. Perhaps as early as 4 or 5 years. The creation of a digital currency

network is inevitable.”
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TOP 6 REASONS TO OWN ASTRONO COIN 

COMMERCE TODAY VS COMMERCE TOMORROW

1. You just invested in something great.
2. You get digital currency in return.
3. You get the first movers’ advantage and you are way ahead of the crowd.
4. Our smart tokens will be redeemable with incentives.
5. You will save money on transaction fees.
6. Last but not least, you will become a part of the digital economic boom.

Commerce today is the spill-over by-product of the last century. It's old and bound to
become obsolete soon. To give an analogy, ask someone to trace a transaction
conducted 5 years ago. He or she wouldn’t be able to do this as that would be a big
challenge for that person. It's not his fault. The traceability of paper trail has always been
an issue in the current financial centralized sector. 

But the new commerce of tomorrow, which is built on a Smart chain, is entirely different
from the commerce of today. 

It superiorly contradicts the old centralized financial system. And with the world
population growing in numbers unimagined, using physical currency that is printed in
numbers un- imagined. Because of these unforeseen numbers, the ratios of demand-
supply don’t match with each other. The biggest case study for the need for smart tokens
was brought forward by the financial crisis in Greece. As the shortage of physical
currency hit Greece, 1000s of people lined up in front of ATMs to get physical cash. Yes,
Greece had no physical cash to give to its people. The existing financial system had
failed the people of an entire country. 

What will happen if the same phenomenon hits the whole world? What if the physical
currency starts failing the whole world? What if there arises a huge shortage of physical
cash? What will all of us do? This is why we call cryptocurrency the smart financial
revolution. Because the prosperity of digital money will defy the forces of physics to reach
everyone and anyone through smart technological Smart chain solutions powered by the
internet and governed by decentralization and with no boundaries and no limits.

Hence, it's safe to say the Astrono Coin is on the right track.
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ELECTRON SMART CHAINIC TRANSACTIONS & BETTER
SERVICES THROUGH ASTRONO COIN 

PARADIGM SHIFT 

THE END OF HOSTILE TRADE PRACTICES

Since the Tron Smart Chain Smart chain technology is fast becoming the native digital
medium for recording value as peer to peer. This effectively means that more and more
people will start transacting with the Tron Smart Chain Smart chain Technology.

And since these transactions are decentralized without intermediaries, there is no limit for
users to conduct business services digitally.

People will be able to transact with anything and everything. A user may book a holiday in
a luxurious resort or pay his child’s tuition fee. The opportunities are endless.

So now that the central authorities have competition. What can they do? Can they stop
this revolution? They cannot. The only thing they can do is to compete with it. But guess
who will eventually win this race. The centralization authority who wants to control its
people or the people who are seeking decentralization. Let's leave this unanswered for
the moment. But you will know soon enough.

Contemplate this. You currently keep your cash in the bank and your gold is in the locker.
So the more of either that you have, the more inconvenient it becomes to manage. And
how long will this traditional hold-up last? 

On the other hand, smart tokens or cryptocurrencies are with you always. They are
always on your smart device. It's safe to say that your smart token is always at your
fingertips. It will become a utility of value. Unquestionably, the business world in the
future is going to run on smart contracts. Peer to-peer consensus mechanism will be the
go-to for buying and selling. Crypto currency-based smart tokens will be used in the
future for cash. Learn to earn profits and make the smart switch. 

For large transactions, currency can get quite inconvenient. Management of large
currencies creates pressure and it's super costly. But thanks to smart tokens,
intermediaries will not have their monopoly anymore. Hostile trading practices will become
a thing of the past
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Core technologies like smart tokens are going to prevail on everything, just like your credit
cards and online bank accounts at the moment. 

At the moment there is no alternative to the banking system. The last two serious financial
crises have established a need for an alternative financial system. Decisive actions are the
need of the hour, literally. 

Our Smart Tokens are largely based on the existing macro & micro economic factors. The
crazy undersupply and management of physical currency is causing deflation. The existing
global finance and trade of physical currency is likely to diminish in the future. Therefore,
as a consequential factor our Astrono Coin, carrying the global macro focus, is likely to
flourish and bloom.

Astrono Coin will be the consequential factors of the lack of future currency in the current
supply and demand parameters. Consider this, Smart tokens are built to pre-serve the
future of the global macro focus. Previously, we could only imagine a world with global
decentralized digital currency.

But the beginning of 2021 and the launch of new smart tokens such as Dogecoin has
created new realities. News is spreading like wildfire. The rumor mills are at work
incessantly. We like to live in our comfort zone. What could be more comforting than
holding all your financial value with you, all the time, right where it belongs?

The world we are heading into conducts Astrono Cointransaction and payment verifications
without the need of a trusted third party. There is a dramatic cross-border payment gap
with services available today. The needs of the growing markets offer a lot of room for
financial institutions to grow their bottom line. This goes against the principles of sharing of
wealth through prosperity. However, this problem will easily be solved as mainstream
acceptance of digital currency and Smart Tokens are picking up quickly and not news
anymore. Businesses are converting faster with an unmeasurable velocity of spee As the
frequency of the user experience increases the success chances of this token
exponentially increase. 

ASTRONO COIN  IS DRIVEN BY GLOBAL ECONOMIC FACTOR

SMART TOKEN VS CORRESPONDENT BANKING
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So now that the central authorities have competition. What can they do? Can they stop this
revolution? They cannot. The only thing they can do is to compete with it. But guess who
will eventually win this race. The centralization authority who wants to control its people or
the people who are seeking decentralization. Let's leave this unanswered for the moment.
But you will know soon enough.

We have worked on an excellent staking reward
system based on the I Tron Block chain With the
historical future of Crypto Currencies, the prices of the
Tronix Block chain will likely rise over time. This is the
next solid passive income strain. Returns are high, as
they have been, as they are directly linked to the Tron
Blockchain.

Whatsoever revenue we will get from NFT
MARKETPLACE & E GAMING, we will distribute 20%
of the revenue among Whitelist 

Candidates and top 30 account holders in the form of
Goodrich Token.

Astrono Coin free crypto coins will be airdropped into your wallet. Absolutely for free, we
are sensitive about the awareness of cryptography, hence we will airdrop crypto coins to
you. Look out for free Astrono Coin. Crypto markets are already very active in certain Asian
markets. We will airdrop our smart tokens to existing cryptographic markets. This will drive
our smart token to become more and more user friendly.

We have allocated Astrono Coin for various bounty programs and campaigns. We will
encourage the community with various tasks. These tasks can be marketing related etc.
There are various crypto communities online. We aim to conduct the Astrono Coin Bounty
Campaign amongst a variety of communities. These communities will announce.

SMART TOKEN ECONOMY

AIRDROPPED ASTRONO COIN

www.astrono.world
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Our white papers, They will write blogs on our smart tokens. The completion of these public
tasks will see you winning rewards in the form of Astrono Coin. The Astrono CoinBounty
rewards are directly relative to your work done. For instance, if you wrote a blog on our
smart token. The higher the number of views, the higher amount of Astrono Coin. You can
create an announcement thread.

The Astrono Coin team for the past 5 years had been consumed with Bitcoin.

ASTRONO COIN TECHNICAL TEAM

Although cryptographic trends are mostly hyperbolic. All our computation assumptions on
our smart tokens have been technically qualified by the application of long term historical
cryptographic data measurements. Our technical team is highly qualified and extremely
motivated. They are inspired by historical trends that have brought the crypto currency to
where it is now. Safe to mention that we have been studying this market and its trends for
many years. We are now sure of the Smartchain opportunities and hence we are deploying
our smart tokens to offer solutions to any and all complex scenarios. Our technical team
has already invested 1000s of technical hours to assure we will achieve all technically
measured assumptions.
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ASTRONO COIN REVOLUTION

Data is readily available. We will write contracts on this data on the Smartchain using the
Smartchain mechanism. The outcome of the smart contracts will be established. And they
will be secured as these smart contracts are built on Smartchain. Mixing these smart
contracts with the real world may be a challenge at the moment. However, the earlier first
mover advantage will go to those with a more futuristic vision considering the historical
cryptographic data available to all of us at the moment. The new cryptographic ecosystem
is being built around global markets and will continue to expand exponentially considering
its future value. A decentralized most highly audited smart service system will be the
attraction of many, including institutions and business owners. 

Our smart token aims at the diverse new cryptographic ecosystem. There is already a huge
cryptographic market. Mauritius as an example, they aim to become 100% run on block
chain. Mauritius as you all know has one major industry, and that is the gaming UI utility
industry. 
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TARGETING STEADY GROWTH

ASTRONO COIN (TRON SMART CHAIN) SUPPLY DEMAND
ECONOMICS 

PAYMENT GATEWAYS & SMART

So where are we today and how far have we come. This is still very much the beginning.
You can buy a Nissan Daytona in a US with a dogecoin. Won’t be long when you will be
able to buy Tesla cars with bitcoin. Dealerships in USA are already selling cars using
bitcoin. Welcome to the future. The auto industry is transforming, and other industries will
follow. There are serious gains to look forward to in our industry.

It's the right time to become a part of the financial revolution of the future. Although the
cryptographic industry is much built-in volatility. However, the Astrono Cointoken will target
steady growth. We are setting growth protocols and parameters based on the existential
data with futuristic calculations.

The Astrono Coin can be kept on any smart-chain wallets. Users can easily add our smart
tokens to their existing smart-chain wallets.

What does the Law of demand and supply state: It states, “High demand and low
supply for increased rate?”
With this formula the Tron Smart Chain coin supply is limited to 170 million, and the
Astrono CoinToken supply is limited to 100 million.
Today you may invest less than 1 cents to buy our smart token and it may seem of low
value to you.
But if we succeed, and succeed we will. Imagine the value of wealth creation in
multiples. 
To invest in a targeted price rise of 170% will make your 0.05 cent investment quite
worthy. 
In fact, you will be wishing you would have bought more of the Astrono Coin.
But let's not get greedy. We want you as our long-term partners. You will grow with us,
and so will your investments.
We are on the Tron Smart Chain ecosystem. Tron Smart Chain has positioned its
exchange for users extremely
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TARGET USER

HOW IT WORKS 

We are targeting all smart-chain users and enthusiasts, however below are a few of our
target segments: 

1. Different Smart-chain Protocols
2. Different Smart-chain Wallets
3. Merchants
4. Sole Traders of Crypto Currency
5. Facilitating Businesses & Institutions
6. Individual Transaction Facilitators

The ASTRONO COIN platform provides a set of tools so that developers can focus on
creating premium dapps while the platform takes care of the rest. For the platform’s
services, the developer will pay a small percentage of the their Dapp’s operating income.
Developers are encouraged to devise new ways to engage community members and
provide incentives through clever economy design

For Developers 
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ASTRONO COIN token holders are the core of the ASTRONO gaming platform. Every
Dapp hosted on the gaming platform will share a portion of the Winnings with Astrono Coin
holders through the "Tron Smart Chain Drop." The Tron Smart Chain Drop will take place
every day and incentivize ecosystem participants. The amount of BEP distributed to each
user will be proportional to the amount of Astrono Coin power they hold. Participants
receive Astrono  Power for staking their Astrono Coin This mechanism will aggregate more
activity on the platform and continue to increase the value of Astrono Coin.

More details about the Astrono Coin Drop system will be released in the future. The team
believes this broad token distribution mechanism will help grow a vibrant community
engaged with the platform’s growth, partnerships, governance process, and more. 

Through Astrono Coin, our network of professionals is expected to be the largest in the
world. The brand provides a premium offering, ranging from editorial content disseminated
through mobile, social media, online, and print platforms to a highly curated professional
discovery platform.

Goodrich provides an unparalleled reach, connecting professionals to a highly curated
network of top doctors, lawyers, research centers, and professionals of various other fields.

Today Goodrich is also a recommended
body, supported by various top advisors
around the world, demonstrated
outstanding performance in digital
networking through areas such as
leadership, technological innovation,
customer service, and consumer
feedback.Goodrich has strong
relationships with all the regional
networking groups, reaches professionals
globally, and facilitates the process of
connecting people.

"It's not who you know. It's
who knows you."

ASTRONO COIN NETWORK 



TRON SMART CHAIN TOKEN ADVANTAGE 

WHAT IS THE USE OF TRON SMART CHAIN TOKENS?

TRON SMART CHAIN TOKEN VALUE GROWTH

Smartchain technology enables several key benefits to the ASTRONO COIN solution. The
unique features of Smartchain driven smart contracts allow speed, verification, security,
and permanence that would be otherwise cost- prohibitive to implement with legacy
technology.

ASTRONO COINis offering Tron Smart Chain tokens to the public for future use in the
platform. The following is the purpose of the token, to be integrated into the roadmap and
subject to regulatory approval:

Can be used as a verifiable method to access discounted services and to transfer
value.
Fair initial distribution and balanced long-term incentives reward those who use and
contribute to the ecosystem.
Creation of a community that believes in the future of better professional networking via
an automated and distributed Astrono Coinplatform built together for everyone.

Access to AI-driven service matching recommendations
Internal payment for services between platform stakeholders
Cross-border payments for professional services
Community incentivization to develop the ecosystem

ASTRONO COIN will provide an easy-to-use method of purchasing Tron Smart Chain
tokens by creating our own fiat token exchange portal and making the Tron Smart Chain
token available on high-quality cryptocurrency exchanges.

1. A consumptive use token for users to access features within the platform. 
2. A loyalty token to reward users who participate in the platform, contributed to them when
they perform certain activities in the ecosystem. 
3. A medium of value exchange allowing providers to invoice their services in Tron Smart
Chain tokens. 
4. A store of value, allowing providers to retain credits in the Tron Smart Chain platform.

The Tron Smart Chain storage vehicle will be a modular open-source instrument that
allows users to store tokens. ASTRONO COIN  will not hold user tokens or the private keys
to the tokens. A platformspecific token enables several necessary advantages:
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Services from professionals on the Astrono Coin platform will be exchangeable for Tron
Smart Chain Tokens andAstrono Coin will exchange fiat for Tron Smart Chain tokens
accumulated by professionals. These Tron Smart Chain tokens will then be offered for
purchase via nominated token exchanges and/or via a dedicated token exchange portal.

Astrono Coin will expand its existing technology architecture to include modules that
enable the functions required for consumers and professionals

ASTRONO COIN PLATFORM & TOKEN USAGE 

ASTRONO COIN PLATFORM

Represents the collective components that comprise the Astrono CoinCore layer, O-chain
Integration layer, and the Decentralized layer that enable the capabilities powered by the
Tron Smart Chain Token.

ASTRONO COIN CORE LAYER
Contains the proprietary modular components required to enable the Consumer journey
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Consumers access functionality via an easy-to-use mobile app, available in multiple
languages. Service providers can integrate their existing Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Electronic transaction Records, and/or Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems through open Application Protocol Interfaces (APIs).

Owned and managed by Tron Smart Chain. Used to present connectivity and development
options that are not needed to be stored in the Smartchain and to provide an API endpoint
to easily access and embed data from the ecosystem via any compatible website or
application

OI-CHAIN INTEGRATION LAYER. 
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Used to permanently store information on the Smartchain and to transparently automate
permission-driven data sharing, validated reviews, incentivization, and the payment layer of
the ecosystem, while storing larger quantities of data on the Inter Planetary File System
(IPFS).

DECENTRALIZED LAYER 



34% Crowdsale Rewards
34%

22% Exchange Volume
22%

10% Crowdsale
10%

10% Internal Management
10%

10% Development
10%

10% Promotion
10%

4% Reserved for Agate Ecosystem
4%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

The fixed supply of the Tron Smart Chain token is ninety-two billion, which is defined in a
cryptographically binding smart contract and is the sole medium of exchange for products,
services, and/or incentives within the Astrono Coin ecosystem.

Token Name: Astrono Coin
Ticker Name: ANC
Blockchain: Tron smart chain
Total Token Supply: 50,00,00,000
Token Value: Dynamic
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ECOSYSTEM

Effective on-chain governance requires new technology such as DAOs, cryptographic
voting systems, and collaboration interfaces to be built, maintained, and updated. The
Astrono Coin platform will take on this responsibility, and provide highly effective tools for
DApp developers to utilize within the Astrono Coin gaming ecosystem. 

As a result, developers will be able to focus on creating premium DApp experiences, while
allowing Astrono Coin to take care of the platform, system, ecosystem development, and
maintenance. If all goes well, the community will be the greatest benefactors from this
system. Users will be able to select from blockchain’s most premium gaming experiences
straight from their web browser, and rest assured that their cryptocurrency is safe in an
ecosystem built by an experienced engineering team and rigorously tested to be safe and
secure. 

Astrono Coin will build this ecosystem through a process of constant self-assessment and
development. Additionally, on-chain governance will be used to target and fund
improvements. The community will have as Astrono Coin say on which projects they want
to see completed before updates are then launched on the network. The Astrono Coin
gaming ecosystem will also include the Following support. 

WHITELIST
Developers that join the ecosystem will be able to access the latest SDK, APIs, and
technology documents needed to connect to the ecosystem. 

The portal would also include a set of tools for developers to utilize the Smartchain, reward
pools and mining systems, social features, identity management systems, wallets and
more. This set of tools will allow both experienced and inexperienced developers alike to
streamline their development process and bring users the best gaming experience
possible. 

COMMUNITY
The community will be based off the existing Astrono Coin community which currently has
over 16,000 engaged players. 
We understand the importance of social components in gaming, so there are quite a few
major updates in the works. Over the next year, the development team will roll out a
revamped account creation system, a new chat system, friends list, gift exchange, and
more. Our goal is to foster a sense of community where users can come together to share
ideas about gaming, crypto, or whatever else they want to discuss.
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ASTRONO COIN ROADMAP
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TEAM

Together, the team behind Astrono Coin has decades of experience in gaming,
Smartchain, and numerous other industries. We are united by our passion for Smartchain
technology and how it could revolutionize the gaming industry

with members coming trom teams all around the worid, and this. Is a truly global project. 3
of the 11 team members come from gaming and product management backgrounds,
whereas the other four are blockchain veterans, participating in the industry as developers
in addition to operations and business development managers. Several team members on
the gaming side also had a hand in developing and delivering top mobile gaming content,
and we're excited too announce that these same people developments of our token.

our development team is incredibly grateful for the opportunity to create this product for the
milions of blockchain enthusiasts around the globe. We are confident that we're the best
team for the job, and will continue to add top talent to ensure the platform's success.
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DISCLAIMER

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or
solicitation to sell shares or securities in Astrono Coin or any related or associated
company. Any such over or solicitation will be made only by means of a confidential oaring
memorandum and in accordance with the terms of all applicable securities and other laws.

The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not simply
any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not binding
for Astrono Coin and its affiliates and Astrono Coin reserves the right to change, modify,
add, or remove portions of this White Paper for any reason at any time before, during, and
after the sale of Astrono Coin tokens by posting the amended White Paper on the website.
This White Paper does not constitute any investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial,
accounting, or other advice, and this White Paper is not intended to provide the sole basis
for any evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of the Astrono Coin tokens.

Prior to acquiring the Astrono Coin tokens, a prospective purchaser should consult with
his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the
potential benefits, burdens, and other consequences of such transaction. Nothing in this
White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for
investment, nor does it in anyway pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy
any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and
is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner
restricts transactions in respect of, or with use of, digital tokens. The Astrono Coin token is
not a security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and has not been
registered under the Securities Act of 1933, the securities laws of any state of the United
States of America or the securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws
of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. 

The Astrono Coin tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well as cannot be resold
or otherwise alienated by their holders to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having
their habitual residence, location, or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory
where transactions with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner restricted by
applicable laws or regulations. If such a restricted person purchases the Astrono Coin
tokens, such restricted person has done so on an unlawful, unauthorized, and fraudulent
basis and in this regard shall bear negative consequences. Astrono Coin neither offers nor
distributes the Astrono Coin tokens nor carries on a business (activity) in any regulated
activity in countries and territories where transactions in respect of, or with use of, digital
tokens fall under the restrictive regulations or require from Astrono Coin to be registered or
licensed with any applicable governmental authorities.
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Each purchaser of the Astrono Coin tokens is reminded that this White Paper has been
presented to him/her on the basis that he/she is a person into whose attention the
document may be lawfully presented in accordance with the laws of the purchaser's
jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential purchaser of the Astrono Coin tokens to
determine if the purchaser can legally purchase the Astrono Coin tokens in the purchaser's
jurisdiction and whether the purchaser can then resell the Astrono Coin tokens to another
purchaser in any given jurisdiction. Certain statements, estimates, and financial information
contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such
forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements or
information.

The English language White Paper is the primary social source of information about the
project. The information contained in English language White Paper may from time to time
be translated into other languages. In the course of such translation, some of the
information contained in the English language White Paper may be lost, corrupted, or
misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed.
In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the social
English language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original document
shall prevail

UPCOMING PROJECT
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Astrono Coin would like to thank everyone for showing interest in our whitepaper.

In this way, we have given to the outlining of our purpose, vision, business strategy.

More importantly we have highlighted our organization’s commitment towards users,
partners as well as investors.

Once again, we sincerely thank you for your interest in our whitepaper.

Founder: Jez San, Jeremy Longley

Location : Harju Maankond, Mustamae
Linnaosa, Laki tn 30, 12915 Tallinn, Estonia


